
From: Thomas Keeffe
Sent: 08 March 2022 21:54
To: Licensing <licensing@gravesham.gov.uk>
Subject: Milton Convenience Store 29 30 Milton Road Gravesend Application

To whom it may concern
 
I wish to formally register my objection to the application by Katathran 
Kandiah for a premises licence for Milton Convenience Store 29 & 30 Milton 
Road
 

late night refreshment Monday to 
Sunday 23.00 – 05.00
Opening hours and sale of alcohol 
Monday – Sunday 00.00 – 00.00

 
My objections are  the licencing objectives
 

the prevention of crime and disorder – crime and anti-social behaviour will 
increase in an area already blighted by these issue from a premises directly 
opposite the applicants premise. This is based on the witnessed behaviour and 
multiple police interventions over many years
 
public safety – concern associated with an increased risk to the safety of people in 
the premises and the immediate vicinity. This is again based on the years of 
witnessed behaviour associated with the premises directly opposite which has both 
a 24 hour alcohol licence and late night refreshment licence

 

 the prevention of public nuisance - Examples of nuisance will include 

 noise – particularly associated with those leaving late night establishments 
in town and those congregating in the vicinity of the premises 

 threats to community safety – many in the community already feel unsafe 
and having yet another 24 hour licenced premises within the area will do 
little to reduce this concern

 litter – based on previous and current experience customers using  the 
premises will continue their late night entertainment in adjacent streets 
leaving a lot of litter in their wake

This community has and continues to endured the consequences of having one  24 hour 
licenced premises. I sincerely hope that the impact on the community will be taken into 
account when considering this application
 
Thomas O’Keeffe

 

https://www.medway.gov.uk/info/200176/report_a_problem/392/report_a_problem_with_noise
https://www.medway.gov.uk/info/200219/community_safety/386/community_safety_in_medway
https://www.medway.gov.uk/info/200176/report_a_problem/397/report_litter


 
 

From: Robert Ballantyne 
Sent: 08 March 2022 18:56
To: Licensing <licensing@gravesham.gov.uk>
Subject: Milton Convenience Stores (29 & 30 Milton Road, Gravesend)

To Gravesham Council Licensing Partnership

I refer to the application for a Premises Licence on behalf of the above mentioned premises. 

I would like to register my representation about this licence application. I believe this will be 
detrimental to the area, by enabling the sale of alcohol between midnight and 5am. This will 
encourage anti- social behaviour with the likes seen at the Shell Garage opposite these premises. 

It will encourage illegal parking, blocking the traffic lights and groups of people milling around 
making the area a no-go area.

We have seen and heard the problems that have occurred at the garage opposite this shop.

What measures would the premises put in to stop unsociable behaviour, including loud noise illegal 
parking and illegal substance abuse.

I do not see the granting of the premises licence as a benefit to the local community in fact the 
opposite.

Your faithfully 

Robert Ballantyne 
 

 
From: steve.gollar 
Sent: 14 March 2022 12:55
To: Licensing <licensing@gravesham.gov.uk>
Subject: Application for premises licence for Milton Convenience Store 29 & 30 Milton Road
 
Good day,
 
With regards to subject application I would like to express my objection. I do not feel there is the 
genuine demand from those living around the location, myself included living in Bentley Street.
 
As we have seen before, when the adjacent petrol station was selling alcohol at all hours, the venue 
would simply become a magnet for unruly revellers wishing to continue their night out after the clubs 
in town have closed. Inevitably this will lead to antisocial behaviour in the road outside the store, or 
groups holding impromptu gatherings in secluded spots in surrounding areas, for example behind the 
garages in Bentley street. This will undoubtedly lead to increased litter and other potential hazards. As 
we are in an alcohol control area we feel that issuing the licence would only encourage consumption 
of alcohol in the area.
 

mailto:licensing@gravesham.gov.uk


In terms of late night refreshments, I again feel there is no local demand for same with numerous 
outlets already open till the early hours. Once again it will simply create a magnet to bring revellers to 
the location, leading to the antisocial behaviour listed above.
 
We also note that the premises has already installed a hatch for serving of customers. This again 
would lead to a repeat of the issues experienced with the petrol station where the vendor assumed no 
responsibility for he conduct of the customers once alcohol was handed over.I fear that once again 
alcohol will be sold to people who are already under the influence and should not be served, once 
again fuelling antisocial behaviour.
 
I hope you found my feedback of use.
 
Best regards,
 
Stephen Gollar  

From: Selvavinayakam Sitkumaran 
Sent: 09 March 2022 12:40
To: Licensing <licensing@gravesham.gov.uk>
Subject: Milton convince store 24 hour license(29,30 Milton road)

Dear sir /madam 
I object to This application.I am the landlord of no -16 Milton road and my tenants are concerned 
about having another 24 hour shop selling alcohol on this street.many people already have concerns 
about safety and this will not help..
Many thanks 

S.Sitkumaran

From: Trisha Farthing 
Sent: 16 March 2022 12:29
To: Licensing <licensing@gravesham.gov.uk>
Subject: Public Notice of the application for the grant of a Premises Licence

This is to inform you that I strongly object to a Licence being granted to Milton Convenience Store 
(29&30 Milton Road Gravesend) from 12 midnight to 5am as I am very concerned about the 
disturbamce which undoubtedly will occur during these hours by persons puchasing Alcohol and 
taking the through road from Fort Gardens. As it is there are disturbances in this through road in the 
early hours and I feel this will only get worse if the Licence is granted to Milton Convenience Store



Re: Application for: Provision of Late Night Refreshment and Supply of Alcohol for
Milton Convenience Store (29 & 30 Milton Road, Gravesend)

I object, most strongly, to the above application.

My concern is about public safety. Ordinary people going about their lives such as
workers going to or coming home from work will be confronted by those buying and
consuming alcohol or other beverages on Milton Road. The shop front has already
been altered to provide a “night window” facility. There is late night provision at the 
BP garage ADJACENT to the Milton Convenience Store and this has created anti-
social problems, of which the police are aware, for the residents of the area. To 
create an additional “facility” is unnecessary and will create a more pronounced 
public nuisance.

Violence against women is a great concern and focus for the public and the polce 
and must be a point of consideration where groups of people are gathering. 
Females, whether they are part of the group/s or just being out at night, may be more 
vulnerable being near to others consuming alcohol on the street. The prevention of 
crime and disorder is a prime concern here with many people drinking thus creating 
the possibility and opportunity for criminal behaviour, against women and others, 
around Milton Road and then when people disperse to other areas of the town. 
Public safety is a significant concern in this situation.

There are already late night trouble spots in Gravesend - McDonald’s in the centre of
town and the already-mentioned BP garage at the bottom of the town. This 
application, if granted, will add a third area of concern especially as it is alongside an 
already known trouble ‘hot spot’. In addition to the potential for crime the prospect of 
public nuisance arising from the drinking will be the need of toilet facilities which are 
not available and so East Crescent, Bentley Street etc. will be used as public 
conveniences.

Gravesend has become part of a government scheme to try and tackle alcohol-
related crime in the town centre. The above application is enabling street drinking 
There is a ban preventing the consumption of alcohol in a public space from Clifton 
Marine Parade to Milton reaching as far as Leith Park Road near Windmill Hill, 
During the day PCSOs move street drinkers from the clock tower and other areas 
but this application will encourage public drinking around that same area.

I cannot believe this application has any merit for those living around the immediate
area or for others who come through the town late at night for whatever reason. I
sincerely hope the application will be rejected on the grounds outlined above.

Medway and Gravesham Council Licensing Partnership Civic Centre,
Windmill Street, Gravesend, Kent,
DA12 1AU

22-03-22
My objection to the application for : Provisions of Late Night Refreshment and Supply 
of Alcohol is enclosed.



I was born in Gravesend and am a lifelong resident. I truly believe that the granting 
of such provision will be detrimental to the town.
Lyn Byers


